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Abstract

Introduction: We sought to evaluate the contemporary role of a 
pathology review on management implications of patients with 
bladder cancer.
Methods: A total of 98 consecutive specimens from transureth-
ral resections in patients with suspected bladder tumours were 
reviewed at our institution by genitourinary pathologist. Patients 
were classified into risk groups according to pathology reports 
obtained before and after review. A management course was pro-
posed according to local institutional practice patterns and main 
urological guidelines.
Results: Overall, 34.7% of pathological reviews had significant 
changes associated with management implications, the majority 
of which were due to changes in risk category (and/or stage). On 
review pathology, 12 patients were recommended radical cyst-
ectomy instead of conservative management and two patients 
avoided radical cystectomy. Six patients initially staged as T1 and 
whose staging did not change after review had a proposed change 
in management in the form of early cystectomy as a treatment 
option, as they were deemed very high-risk secondary to high-risk 
features (such as carcinoma in situ or lymphovascular invasion 
found on review). Ten patients initially staged as T2 demonstrated 
high-risk features on review. 
Conclusions: Review by genitourinary pathologist remains import-
ant, as it defines more clearly the tumour risk category and influen-
ces the management of T1‒T2 bladder cancer patients. A complete 
initial pathological report has the potential to further decrease the 
discrepancy between initial and review reports. 

Introduction

Despite the implementation of the TNM and World Health 
Organization (WHO) classifications for pathological 
reporting, interpretation of bladder lesions still pose a chal-
lenge for pathologists. This is manifested by a large degree 

of interobserver variability in reporting between the initial 
pathologist and the reviewer.

As treatment in bladder cancer depends heavily on path-
ology reports, any change in pathological interpretation can 
bring about significant changes in patient management. It 
has been reported that among all genitourinary cancers, a 
multidisciplinary review of bladder cancer cases (including 
pathological review) may result in the highest percentage of 
change in diagnosis and treatment.1 No significant change 
in management was brought about by different pathological 
interpretation for low- and intermediate-risk non-muscle-
invasive bladder cancer (NMIBC).2,3 In high-risk tumours, 
however, variation in pathological reading significantly 
affects prognosis.2,4 For this reason, a number of institutions 
require a review of pathological specimens in the setting of 
surgical consultation in order to improve pathologic accur-
acy and patient care. 

We evaluated the implications of stage and grade dis-
crepancy, in addition to other prognostic factors, such as 
carcinoma in situ (CIS), lymphovascular invasion (LVI), and 
variant histology (VH), on the risk category in review path-
ology of patients with bladder cancer and its subsequent 
influence on treatment strategy.

Methods

After obtaining the approval of our institutional review 
board, we collected data on all consecutive transurethral 
biopsies received between 2011 and 2014 from outside 
hospitals, which were reviewed prospectively. Our institu-
tion’s genitourinary pathologist, blinded to the initial report, 
reviewed a total of 98 pathology consultations. 

Pathological staging and grading were assigned accord-
ing to the 7th American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC)/
TNM staging system5 and the latest WHO,6,7 respectively. 
The review pathology report was consistent with the inter-
national recommendations for transurethral resection of 
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bladder tumour (TURBT) pathology reporting8,9 and includ-
ed the revised histological diagnosis, T stage, grade, pres-
ence of muscularis propria in the specimen, LVI, and CIS. 
Involvement of prostatic tissue and presence of variant histol-
ogy (VH) were commented on if found. Using the American/
Society of Urologic Oncology (SUO) and Canadian bladder 
cancer guidelines,10,11 as well as our institutional guidelines 
of care, each case was assigned a tumour risk category with 
the initial pathological report and another one according 
to the review pathology report. Preferred management was 
matched to the proposed risk category. 

NMIBC (Ta and T1) was divided into low- and intermedi-
ate-risk (NMIBC-LR), high-risk (NMIBC-HR), or very high-
risk (NMIBC-VHR) tumours. Tumours invading the muscu-
laris propria were divided into muscle-invasive (MIBC), and 
high-risk muscle invasive tumours (MIBC-HR), consistent 
with previous reports12,13 (Table 1).

NMIBC-LR included cases of Ta low-grade (TaLG). 
Consistent with current guidelines, NMIBC-HR included all 
high-grade disease, T1, or CIS. NMIBC-VHR included all 
T1HG tumours with adverse features, such as concomitant 
CIS, LVI, or VH (micropapillary, nested, plasmacytoid, or 
sarcomatoid features). Microcystic, glandular, and squamous 
variants were not considered worse prognostic indicators 
due to lack of convincing results in the literature concerning 
significance.14 We did not include variables such as multi-
focality, tumour size, and recurrence in our risk stratification.

Muscle-invasive tumours were divided into MIBC, which 
included all muscle-invasive (T2) tumours with or without 
concomitant CIS or squamous/glandular/microcystic vari-
ants. MIBC, in the presence of LVI, or micropapillary/
plasmacytoid/sarcomatoid variants, or in the presence of 
prostatic stromal invasion (T4a) was considered high-risk 
(MIBC-HR).12,15

Changes in management matched to the risk category 
were divided into major significant changes and significant 
changes. Kappa statistics were used to assess the level of 
agreement between the initial pathologist and the reviewing 
pathologist vis-à-vis risk category distribution and presence 

or absence of CIS and LVI in the reports. Kappa statis-
tics were performed using the Statistical Analysis System 
Software (version 9; SAS Institute, Cary, NC, U.S.)

Results

Original and review pathology

The stage and histology distribution of tumours in the ori-
ginal reports are shown in Table 1. Among 78 patients with 
urothelial carcinoma (UC) who presented with either stage 
T1, T2, or T4a, the presence or absence of LVI, concomitant 
CIS, and VH was reported only in 27 (34.6%), 20 (25.6%), 
and 16 (20.5%) cases, respectively. Review pathology com-
mented on LVI and CIS in 90% and 93% of invasive cases, 
respectively. When reported in the initial pathology, there 
was agreement between presence or absence of LVI and CIS 
in 83.3% (Kappa coefficient=0.56; 95% confidence interval 
[CI] 0.21‒0.90) and 100%, respectively between the original 
and review pathology. Regarding VH, our review detected 16 
VH types that weren’t present in outside pathology reports. 
Importantly, six of the missed variants are well-known to be 
associated with a more aggressive clinical outcome (micro-
papillary, nested, and sarcomatoid). Furthermore, significant 
T-stage changes were noted on review and associated with 
subsequent management implications (Table 2). 

Risk category reclassification 

When divided into risk categories, there were two NMIBC-
LR cases in the initial reports. After review, one remained 
NMIBC-LR, whereas one was reclassified as MIBC. Among 29 
cases initially classified as NMIBC-HR, 14 (48.3%) remained 
NMIBC-HR, whereas seven (24.1%) were reclassified as 
NMIBC-VHR, five (17.2%) as MIBC, and three (10.3%) as 
MIBC-HR. There were five NMIBC-VHR cases initially; four 
remained in the same category after review (80.0%), where-
as one (20.0%) was reclassified as MIBC. There were 44
MIBC tumours in the original reports; 28 (63.6%) remained 
in the same risk category after review, whereas 15 (34.1%) 
demonstrated high-risk features and were reclassified as 
MIBC-HR, and one (2.3%) was downstaged to NMIBC-HR. 
All 13 cases of MIBC-HR in the original report remained as 
such after review (Table 3).

Impact with changes in clinical management 

Discrepancies found between the original and review path-
ologies would have brought about a change in treatment 
plans in 34 cases overall (Table 4); 29 patients due to a 
change in risk category (and/or T stage), three patients due 
to new information on the presence/invasion of muscularis 

Table 1.  Tumour distribution by stage and histology in 
original pathology

Stage n (%) Histology n (%)
Benign 5 (5.1%) Benign 5 (5.1%)

CIS 3 (3.1%) Urothelial 86 (87.8%)

TaLG 2 (2.0%) Small-cell  2 (2.0%)

TaHG 3 (3.1%) Poorly differentiated 2 (2.0%)

T1 28 (28.6) Squamous-cell 1 (1.0%)

T2 55 (56.1%)  Sarcoma 1 (1.0%)

T4a 2 (2.0%)
Primary enteric-type 

adenocarcinoma
1 (1.0%)

Total 98 (100%) 98 (100%)
CIS: carcinoma in situ; TaHG: Ta high-grade; TaLG: Ta low-grade.
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propria, and two patients due a change in histological diag-
nosis after review. 

Major significant treatment changes based on guidelines
Out of those 34 proposed management changes, 14 were 
considered major significant changes mainly due to change 
in stage. In fact, 12 patients were recommended radical 
cystectomy because of muscularis propria invasion (Table 
4). A radical cystectomy was avoided in a patient who was 
downstaged from T2 to T1HG after review. Another radical 
cystectomy was avoided because the review showed a T2 
tumour with a possible risk of misinterpretation of muscularis 
mucosa for muscularis propria. In patients who were upstaged 
to T2 on review and underwent cystectomy, pathology on 
cystectomy specimen confirmed ≥pT2 in 75% of cases.

Other significant treatment changes based on institutional practices
An additional 20 cases were considered significant changes 
primarily based on the institutional practices. Eleven patients 
with T2 disease were strongly advised neoadjuvant chemo-
therapy (NAC) before cystectomy because high-risk features 
were found on review (risk category change from MIBC 
to MIBC-HR). Two patients initially diagnosed with poorly 
differentiated carcinoma had their histological diagnosis 
changed into UC after review. In those two cases, a radical 
cystectomy was proposed. Six T1 patients (whose staging 
didn’t change after review) were proposed early cystectomy 
as an option since they were reclassified from NMIBC-HR to 
NMIBC-VHR secondary to high-risk features (CIS and LVI) 
recognized on review. 

Table 2. Staging after review and causes of change in management

Initial stage 
(n)

Review stage n (%)
 Change in management after 

review, n (%)
Causes of change in management

CIS=3 Remained CIS 2 (66.7%) 0

Upstaged to T1 0

Upstaged to T2 1 (33.3%) 1 (100%) Review showed MIBC + LVI

Ta=5 Remained Ta 3 (60.0%) 0

Upstaged to T1 1 (20.0%) 1 (100%) Change in T category + CIS 1 (100%)

Upstaged to T2 1 (20.0%) 1 (100%) Change in T category 1 (100%)

T1=28 Remained T1 19 (67.9%) 6 (31.6%) CIS found on review 5 (83.3%)

LVI found on review 1 (16.7%)

Upstaged to T2 8 (28.6%) 8 (100%) Change in T category 8 (100%)

Downstaged to Ta 1 (3.6%) 0

T2=55 Remained T2 54 (98.2%) 16 (29.6%) LVI found on review 6 (37.5%)

Variant histology on review 2 (12.5%)

LVI+ variant on review 3 (18.8%)

Change in histologic diagnosis 2 (12.5%)

Unsure if MP present/invaded 3 (18.8%)

Downstaged to T1 1 (1.8%) 1 (100%) No MP invasion on review
CIS: carcinoma in situ; LVI: lymphovascular invasion; MIBC: muscle-invasive bladder cancer; MP: muscularis propria.

Table 3. Conformity between original and review pathology by risk stratification

Risk category Original (n) Review (n) Interpathologist agreement (%) Interpathologist agreement (Kappa coefficient)
Benign 5 5 100% —

NMIBC-LR 2 1 50.0% —

NMIBC-HR 29 14 48.3% 0.55 (95% CI 0.36–0.73)

NMIBC-VHR 5 4 80.0% —

MIBC 44 28 63.6% 0.52 (95% CI 0.35–0.69)

MIBC-HR 13 13 100% —

Interpathologist agreement for all risk categories (Kappa coefficient): 0.55 (95% CI 0.43–0.67)
CI: confidence interval; MIBC: muscle-invasive bladder cancer; MIBC-HR: high-risk muscle-invasive bladder cancer; NMIBC: non-muscle-invasive bladder cancer; NMIBC-HR: high-risk non-
muscle-invasive bladder cancer; NMIBC-LR: low-risk non-muscle-invasive bladder cancer; NMIBC-VHR: very-high-risk non-muscle-invasive bladder cancer.
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Table 4.  Compilation of cases with management changes after review

Major significant treatment changes

Case 
no.

Original 
diagnosis

Review diagnosis
Risk group 

stratification
Change in 

management
Remarks

1 TaLG T2 NMIBC-LR→ MIBC
Conservative 

surveillance →RC

2 CIS T2+ LVI+ CIS NMIBC-HR→ MIBC-HR BCG→ NAC + RC

3 T1HG T2 NMIBC-HR→ MIBC reTURBT + BCG→ RC

4 T1HG T2 NMIBC-HR→ MIBC reTURBT + BCG→ RC

5 T1HG T2 NMIBC-HR→ MIBC reTURBT + BCG→ RC

6 T1HG T2 NMIBC-HR→ MIBC reTURBT + BCG→ RC

7 T1HG T2+ CIS NMIBC-HR→ MIBC reTURBT + BCG→ RC

8 T1HG T2+ LVI NMIBC-HR→ MIBC-HR
reTURBT + BCG→ 

NAC + RC

9 T1HG
T2+ LVI+ CIS+ 
sarcomatoid

NMIBC-HR→ MIBC-HR
reTURBT+ BCG→ NAC 

+ RC

10 T1HG+ LVI T2 NMIBC-VHR→ MIBC
Consider early RC→ 

definite RC

11 T2 T2 MIBC→ MIBC RC→ reTURBT Unsure if MP is invaded in review pathology

12 T2 T1HG MIBC→ NMIBC-HR RC→reTURBT + BCG

13 T2 T2+ CIS MIBC→ MIBC reTURBT→ RC Unsure if MP is invaded in original pathology

14 T2 T2+ LVI+ CIS MIBC→ MIBC-HR reTURBT→ NAC + RC Unsure if MP is invaded in original pathology

Significant treatment changes based on institutional practice

Case 
no.

Original 
diagnosis

Review diagnosis
Risk group 

stratification
Change in 

management
Remarks

15
TaHG + (CIS 

prostatic ducts)
T1HG + CIS + (CIS 

prostatic ducts)
NMIBC-HR→ NMIBC-

VHR
TURP + BCG→ 

consider early RC

16 T1HG T1HG + CIS
NMIBC-HR→NMIBC-

VHR
reTURBT + BCG→ 
consider early RC

17 T1HG T1HG + CIS
NMIBC-HR→ NMIBC-

VHR
reTURBT + BCG→ 
consider early RC

18 T1HG T1HG + CIS
NMIBC-HR→ NMIBC-

VHR
reTURBT + BCG→ 
consider early RC

19 T1HG T1HG + CIS
NMIBC-HR→ NMIBC-

VHR
reTURBT + BCG→ 
consider early RC

20 T1HG T1HG + CIS
NMIBC-HR→ NMIBC-

VHR
reTURBT + BCG→ 
consider early RC

21 T1HG T1HG + LVI
NMIBC-HR→ NMIBC-

VHR
reTURBT + BCG→ 
consider early RC

22 T2 T2 + LVI MIBC→ MIBC-HR
Unclear management 

→ NAC + RC
Change in histological diagnosis from poorly 

differentiated CA→ urothelial carcinoma

23 T2 T2 MIBC→ MIBC
Unclear management 

→ RC
Change in histological diagnosis from poorly 

differentiated CA→ urothelial carcinoma

24 T2 T2 + LVI MIBC→ MIBC-HR NAC before RC

25 T2 T2 + LVI MIBC→ MIBC-HR NAC before RC

26 T2 T2 + LVI MIBC→ MIBC-HR NAC before RC

29 T2 T2 + LVI MIBC→ MIBC-HR NAC before RC

30 T2 T2 + LVI MIBC→ MIBC-HR NAC before RC

31 T2 T2 + nested MIBC→ MIBC-HR NAC before RC

32 T2
T2 + LVI + 

micropapillary
MIBC→ MIBC-HR NAC before RC

33 T2
T2 + LVI + 

sarcomatoid
MIBC→ MIBC-HR NAC before RC

34 T2 T2 + LVI MIBC→ MIBC-HR NAC before RC

BCG: bacillus Calmette-Guerin; CIS: carcinoma in situ; LVI: lymphovascular invasion; MIBC: muscle-invasive bladder tumour; MIBC-HR: high-risk muscle-invasive bladder tumour; MP: 
muscularis propria; NAC: neoadjuvant chemotherapy; NMIBC-HR: high-risk non-muscle-invasive bladder tumour; NMIBC-LR: low-risk non-muscle-invasive bladder tumour; NMIBC-VHR: very-
high-risk non-muscle-invasive bladder tumour; reTURBT: repeat transurethral resection of bladder tumour; RC: radical cystectomy; TaHG: Ta high-grade; TaLG: Ta low-grade; T1HG: T1 high-
grade; TURP: transurethral resection of prostate.
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Discussion 

Review by genitourinary pathologist resulted in management 
changes of a significant percentage of patients. Twelve rad-
ical cystectomies were mandated for patients found to have 
invasive UC on review and two cystectomies were avoided. 
Furthermore, seven early cystectomies were proposed, as an 
option for patients deemed at very high-risk for progression 
on review.

 Discrepancy in pathological review for bladder can-
cer has been shown in few studies. Definite pathological 
diagnosis is difficult when the studied specimens involve 
limited samples, such as biopsies. Wayment et al found a 
10% disagreement rate in pathological reports of prostate 
and bladder specimens after review.16 Another study found 
a discordance rate of 18% in patients with bladder can-
cer.17 Although discrepancies in review are present across 
all stages of bladder cancer, review appears to be important 
in NMIBC-HR tumours. In a multicentre analysis, Van der 
Meijden assessed the impact of pathology review in Ta and 
T1 tumours.2 Among patients initially classified as T1HG, 
10.6% were reclassified as invasive UC. Another study on 
164 patients showed that 15% of patients initially staged as 
T1 were downstaged to Ta and 4% were upstaged to ≥T2. 
The review significantly changed the patients’ management.4

Our series showed definite management changes in 28.6% 
of T1 patients; these results parallel the aforementioned 
studies in confirming the importance of review in high-risk 
patients, namely T1.2,4

Our study also highlights the importance of classifying 
patients into risk categories, resulting in potential import-
ant management changes after reclassification, despite no 
change in T stage in some patients. We consider recognizing 
NMIBC-VHR to be important. Merits of early cystectomy in 
this instance should be discussed when counselling patients.    

Underreporting of CIS and LVI by pathologists in the com-
munity is attributed to several reasons. Some may not report 
negative findings. Interpretation of CIS may be challenging, 
as these lesions could be interpreted as reactive atypia/dys-
plasia or vice versa. CIS may also present with high-grade 
“shoulder” areas that do not demonstrate papillae, or the 
perceived CIS may be a surveillance biopsy sampling of 
an early papillary neoplasm. Retraction artifacts, displaced 
tumour nests, and endothelium with thermal changes often 
mimic LVI in TURBT specimens. 

Similarly, reporting adverse features is also relevant for 
MIBC. In our proposed treatment plan, NAC was strongly 
advised in MIBC-HR. Platinum-based NAC confers a small 
but significant 5% overall survival advantage over radical 
cystectomy alone.18  Some centres advise NAC for all inva-
sive, organ-confined disease, whereas others (including our 
institution) have adopted a risk-adapted approach, where 
NAC is primarily recommended for MIBC-HR.13

VH is prognostically important and could influence thera-
peutic decisions.15,19 VH is a relatively common finding; 
however, 44% of VH differentiation in UC is not reported 
by community pathologists.20 Presence of certain histological 
variants can cause significant management changes, par-
ticularly when recognized in conjunction with NMIBC-HR 
tumours. For example, micropapillary variant with NMIBC 
is associated with muscle invasion,21 decreased response to 
bacillus Calmette-Guerin (BCG), and high risk of progres-
sion where early cystectomy is often advocated to improve 
survival.22 On the other hand, small-cell and lymphoepitheli-
oma-like variants respond well to upfront chemotherapy.15,23

 In our study, we did not analyze discrepancy in reporting 
between specialized genitourinary pathologists and ‘experi-
enced’ general pathologists. Cobblentz et al found no dif-
ference in pathological interpretation between those two 
groups.17 Another study showed that a re-evaluation of path-
ology specimens differed significantly and impacted man-
agement; however, this discrepancy remained practically 
unchanged after the introduction of genitourinary pathology 
subspecialisation at the institution.24

Review pathology could greatly impact management 
of bladder cancer; nevertheless, the urologist should be 
aware of the difficulties in interpretation encountered by 
all pathologists and should look at the results with caution. 
The material studied in TURBT specimens is often small 
and scarce, with cauterization artifacts. The challenge in 
identification of early lamina propria invasion25 could lead 
to understaging of T1 disease, whereas misinterpretation of 
muscularis propria with muscularis mucosa would lead to 
overstaging towards muscle-invasive disease.26 CIS is not 
always sampled during biopsy and is difficult to differenti-
ate from reactive atypia/dysplasia. Communication between 
urologist and pathologist is critical for optimal patient care. 
Urologists should be aware of whether a particular path-
ologist at their institution is conservative or not in his/her 
interpretation when deciding on management.

Our study, despite the relatively small number of patients, 
captured all consecutive consultations in a contemporary 
period and provides a reliable comparison of clinical man-
agement change before and after review. Our study is also 
unique, as it includes a methodical assessment of all pertin-
ent pathology details from reports of the original and review 
consultations before classifying patients into risk categories 
and subsequent clinical management schemes. 

Conclusion

Pathology re-review by genitourinary-specialized patholo-
gists can provide for important stage, grade, and histology 
changes, in addition to detect VH, LVI, and concomitant 
CIS, all of which have the ability to lead important clin-
ical management changes especially for T1 and T2 blad-
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der tumours. A complete initial pathological report could 
potentially further decrease the discrepancy between initial 
and review reports.
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